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Executive Summary

To provide an understanding of Canada’s digital privacy challenges by outlining how digital
transformation impacts privacy and trust in the digital economy
To outline Canada's current privacy policy landscape and proposed legislative changes to the
federal regime
To propose a human rights-based approach to digital privacy

Economic activity has been transformed by the ability to turn ubiquitous data into valuable insights.
One category of this abundant data is personal information, which provides insights into people’s
characteristics, preferences, and behaviours. No matter the type or sector, every organization in
society can use this information to their benefit, whether it be to improve their operations, boost
fundraising, gauge voting intentions, or sell services and products. Individuals also gain value from
data-driven innovations — 67% of Canadians are willing to share their data for new products or
better customer experiences. 

However, as more data are collected, people’s private spheres continue to shrink. Renowned
Harvard professor Shoshana Zuboff coined the term “surveillance capitalism” to describe the
phenomenon of collecting excessive amounts of information from and generating insights on groups
and individuals.
 
Balancing the protection of people’s privacy with data-driven economic growth is the central
challenge of the Digital Age. This Policy Lab report, sponsored by Interac Corp., examines this
tension in Canada and how Canadians’ privacy protections can be strengthened in the Digital Age.
Specifically, it answers the following question:

“With a complex environment of digital privacy protections across various jurisdictions in Canada,
what regulatory and legislative changes are needed to recognize digital privacy as a basic human
right for all, and how do we ensure digital inclusion and control of data are considered as part of the
solution?” 

The main objectives of this report:
1.

2.

3.

Interac is a financial technology company navigating the digital privacy policy landscape in Canada.
As an organization dealing with sensitive financial information, Interac emphasizes the pre-eminence
of privacy and has put forward public education and innovative regulatory initiatives supporting
privacy protections. The current federal legal landscape in Canada is changing with the proposed
legislation, Bill C-27, the Digital Charter Implementation Act. Interac can play a positive role in
changing the trajectory of digital privacy conversations in Canada. 

A Snapshot of the Digital Age 
Data is a key driver of economic growth in Canada. The digital economy has seen a significant
increase in its nominal GDP, outpacing the growth rate of the overall economy at 40% between 2010
and 2017. 

Protecting Privacy Rights in the Digital Age 4
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In 2019, the industry was worth $118 billion, making it nearly as valuable as Canada’s lucrative
mining, oil, and gas industries ($119 billion). Both public and private organizations are investing
considerably to leverage innovations in advanced analytics, algorithms, and artificial intelligence (AI)
to understand how best to collect and process data. This prospecting in the digital economy has led
to data being described as “the new oil”. 

Canadian Digital Privacy Challenges 
Privacy in the Context of Private Sector Operations 
Data analytics and other new technologies have and will continue to drive economic value and
competitive advantages in business and politics. This has major implications for the protection of
personal information and by extension, people’s privacy. A fundamental tenet of Canada’s
commercial privacy law is respecting privacy by obtaining consent. Despite federal and provincial
privacy laws outlining responsibilities around consent and safeguarding of personal information,
businesses are not always compliant with their privacy obligations. Small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) in particular face challenges in balancing innovation with complying with privacy
law. 

Role of Trust in the Digital Era 
Trust is critical to growth in the digital economy. People generally expect that information they share
about themselves will be used for the purposes that they have identified and that any other
information that is discerned about them will be used in a fair and appropriate manner. However, this
has not always been the case. In a 2023 survey conducted on behalf of the Office of the Privacy
Commissioner of Canada, 39% of individuals believed that businesses respect their privacy rights, a
decline from 45% in 2020. Additionally, in a survey commissioned by Interac earlier this year, 74% of
Canadians expressed that they would like more control of their online information. Unlike data, trust
is not ubiquitous in the digital economy.

Privacy Harms in the Digital Era 
A breakdown of trust is not the only kind of harm that can arise in the digital era. The digital space
recreates systems of oppression that have harmful impacts on marginalized communities by
infringing upon their privacy rights. For example, overcollection of data increases surveillance of
traditionally marginalized groups, while data processing can cause discrimination against entire
groups, ultimately putting civil and political rights at risk.  

Global Policy Shifts 
Recognizing that there is a myriad of harms associated with violations of digital privacy, jurisdictions
such as the European Union (EU), California and Quebec have moved towards updating their
privacy protection legislations. Canada risks falling behind its trading partners, namely, the EU which
requires other countries to have privacy legislation comparable to its own to facilitate cross-border
data transfers. To ensure that trade can continue uninterrupted, Canada has an imperative to update
its privacy laws. 

Canada’s Policy Landscape
There are three privacy protections to consider under federal law:
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The Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) is Canada’s
privacy law governing the use of personal information in commercial contexts.
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC) is Canada’s federal privacy oversight
body, responsible for overseeing compliance with the Privacy Act (privacy law applicable to the
federal public sector) and PIPEDA.
Privacy law outside of commercial use largely concerns the Canada Elections Act which governs
the use of personal information in the electoral process as it relates to the maintenance of the
Register of Electors. 

1.

2.

3.

The federal government is in the midst of updating its privacy regime with Bill C-27, The Digital
Charter Implementation Act, which comprises three parts: The Consumer Privacy Protection Act, the
Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal Act, and the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act.

Existing privacy laws and the current iteration of Bill C-27 are limited in their ability to protect privacy.
First, the legislation and bill do not adequately recognize or provide special requirements for
sensitive information. Second, despite all sectors being involved in data collection and processing,
much of the activities conducted by political parties and not-for-profits are not covered by the law.
Third, there are gaps in governing data processing, specifically for the de-identification and
anonymization of data. Fourth, current privacy supports are not fully equipped to support SMEs and
not-for-profit organizations (NPOs). Finally, the OPC does not have the enforcement powers to fully
encourage adherence to privacy laws.

Towards a Human-Rights Based Approach to Privacy Policy 
Rapid developments in technology are putting people’s privacy at risk. Canada’s current regime
views privacy through a commercial lens, which does not fully account for the human rights impacts
of privacy infringements. Canada needs a human rights-based approach (HRBA) to privacy to
strengthen protections. Taking an HRBA to privacy means recognizing two key pillars: 1) information
is inherent to personhood and 2) accountability and inclusion foster trust. This approach forms the
foundation for two key recommendations to bolster Canada’s privacy regime:

Recommendation 1: Raise the Level of Responsibility for Private Actors
Interac should advocate for an HRBA to protect personal information. This begins with recognizing
that there is an inherent “humanness” to data – personal information is inalienable from a person
and by extension, their personhood. As such, legislative and regulatory changes should include
stricter governance around the processing of people’s information. 

1.1 Safeguarding Sensitive Information
Effectively safeguarding sensitive information begins with a clear definition within the legislation and
acknowledging that not all sensitive personal information has the same level of sensitivity and
potential for harm. In addition to defining sensitive information, a tiered system of sensitive
information should be implemented to ensure that private actors are treating and protecting the most
sensitive information with the highest security possible.
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1.2.1 Filling in the Governance Gaps
Bill C-27 should extend its scope and include not-for-profits, political organizations, and other similar
actors who are not commercial operators but collect and process significant amounts of personal
information for their operation.

1.2.2 Governing Data Processing 
 Bill C-27 should include the “processing” of data, expanding its focus from collection, use, and
disclosure. A new set of regulations should be established to provide uniform guidance on managing
personal and sensitive information when it is de-identified and/or anonymized.
Recommendation 2: Engineer an Environment of Trust
To build trust in the digital privacy environment, Interac should advocate for elevating community
voices in a national conversation on privacy and ensuring the OPC has the ability to effectively
promote compliance. 

Recommendation 2: Engineer an Environment of Trust

To build trust in the digital privacy environment, Interac should advocate for elevating community
voices in a national conversation on privacy and ensuring the OPC has the ability to effectively
promote compliance. 

2.1 Digital Privacy Dialogues Initiative 
Businesses such as Interac should adopt a Digital Privacy Dialogues corporate social responsibility
initiative. Such an initiative would convene community members to enable them to discuss their
priorities and vision for an HRBA to digital privacy protections.

2.2 Establishing an SME and NPO Advisory Directorate
Such a directorate could support SMEs and NPOs in accessing resources regarding best practices
for compliance. This dedicated support would help organizations adapt, and comply with new and
amended laws, regulations, and policies, and reduce the risk of investigations, fines, and privacy
breaches. 

2.3 Enforcing Privacy Law
Bill C-27 should empower the OPC to enforce privacy with adequate regulatory tools including the
power to issue monetary penalties.
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Introduction 
Data are ubiquitous and comprise of any economic activity taking place online.1 The digital 
economy is more than 15% of global GDP and is growing twice as fast as the physical world’s 
GDP.2 As the COVID-19 pandemic swept the globe, more people interacted online, causing digital 
customer interactions to jump from 36% in December 2019 to 58% in July 2020.3   
 
The ability to derive value from data is transforming economic activity, causing countries to 
compete to leverage data for economic growth and take the lead in technological developments.4 
Data from personal information provides insights on people’s characteristics, preferences and 
behaviours, providing a wealth of knowledge for all sectors. Organizations can use this 
information to improve fundraising, gauge voting intentions, and sell services and products. 
People also gain value from data-driven innovations, with over two-thirds of Canadian consumers 
willing to provide their personal data in exchange for an improved product or customer 
experience.5 
 
However, ubiquitous access to data is shrinking people’s private spheres. From the use of social 
media, to banking and exercising, massive amounts of data can be harvested from a person, 
tracing anything from their health and interests, to their location.6 Renowned Harvard professor 
Shoshana Zuboff pioneered the term “surveillance capitalism”, a phenomenon which describes 
the collection of excessive amounts of data that is then sold or used to generate insights about 
individuals and groups.7 She argues that “privacy is not private” because public and private 
systems of surveillance are dependent on people giving up information about themselves.8  
 
Additionally, infringing on people’s privacy rights creates severe risks for discrimination and the 
violation of civil and political rights, especially for traditionally marginalized and vulnerable 
communities.9 As such, the United Nations Human Rights Council adopted a resolution in 2019, 
emphasizing that people have a right to privacy in the Digital Age and that this right must be 
protected.10  
 
Balancing the protection of people’s privacy with data-driven economic growth is the central 
challenge of the Digital Age. People are more willing to share their data, but the pandemic has 
made them more cautious of their privacy, with trust and transparency becoming key 
considerations.11 In fact, 44% of consumers are willing to “switch companies or service providers 
over their data policies or data sharing practices”.12 The following Policy Lab report critically 
analyzes this tension in Canada and how Canadians’ privacy protections can be strengthened in 
the Digital Age. Specifically, it answers the question posed by Interac, the Lab’s Sponsor:  
 
“With a complex environment of digital privacy protections across various jurisdictions in Canada, 
what regulatory and legislative changes are needed to recognize digital privacy as a basic human 
right for all, and how do we ensure digital inclusion and control of data are considered as part of 
the solution?” 
 
The report will examine Canada’s digital privacy challenges by outlining how digital transformation 
impacts privacy and trust in the digital economy, and Canada’s position in the world. It then 
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presents an analysis of Canada's federal privacy landscape to outline the current policy landscape 
and proposed legislative changes to the federal privacy regime and highlights the limitations of 
both. The report applies a new lens to viewing privacy – a human rights-based approach to privacy 
protections. This forms the basis for two key recommendations. The first recommendation 
presents legislative changes to raise the level of responsibilities private actors have in protecting 
Canadians. The second recommendation aims to build trust in the Digital Age through policy 
initiatives, by elevating Canadians’ voices in digital privacy conversations, and by strengthening 
accountability.  
 
This policy question is especially pertinent for Interac, a private sector actor that is navigating the 
digital privacy policy landscape in Canada. As a financial technology company regularly dealing 
with sensitive financial information, Interac has acknowledged the role all actors in society have 
in “understanding the wide (and wild) world of data privacy”.13 It has targeted its public education 
efforts at helping consumers understand the intricacies of personal data privacy and security.14 
The policy analysis and impacts of privacy infringements presented in this document provide 
critical information for new educational opportunities for the public.  
 
Further, Interac thinks critically about ways to innovate on building trust beyond regulatory 
compliance, as evidenced by the work of its Emerging Regulation and Innovation team.15 This 
report provides innovative legislative and regulatory ideas and methods for guaranteeing people’s 
privacy to inform this team’s activities. Most importantly, Interac can play a positive role in 
changing the trajectory of digital privacy conversations in Canada. Last year, the federal 
government introduced Bill C-27, the Digital Charter Implementation Act, to update the federal 
commercial sector privacy law.16 The bill targets consumer protections, enforcement capabilities 
of the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (OPC), and artificial intelligence 
governance.17 This report serves as a starting point for sparking nation-wide conversations on 
taking a human rights-based approach to digital privacy.  

Research Methodology  
Part 1: Literature Research 
To define the problem, analyze the policy landscape, and create policy recommendations, the 
research process focused on addressing the following questions: 
 

● What does it mean to recognize privacy and digital privacy as a human right?  
● What impacts does the digital space have on privacy infringements for people, especially 

from traditionally marginalized communities?    
● What are the existing Canadian federal and provincial privacy legislation and regulations? 

What are these protections in jurisdictions comparable to Canada? 
● What are the gaps in existing Canadian federal and provincial legislation and regulations? 
● What are the impacts of privacy policies on private organizations? 

 
Sources include but are not limited to academic literature, Canadian, American, and European 
legislation and regulations, insights and recommendations published by the OPC and other 
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privacy experts in various sectors, government and non-governmental organization reports, 
articles and reports about the approach to digital privacy as a human right, studies conducted on 
digital privacy experiences harms, publications from Interac, and books focused on data privacy.  
 
Part 2: Stakeholder Interviews  
Stakeholders were selected based on expertise in four key areas: public sector, for-profit sector, 
academia, and human rights advocacy (for a comprehensive list of stakeholders, see Appendix 
A). The first stage of conversations conducted from January to March focused on understanding 
the privacy challenges and Canadian policy landscape in the Digital Age. From April to June, the 
conversations shifted to testing recommendations and understanding feasibility, strengths, and 
limitations. These conversations were largely conducted with stakeholders who were consulted 
in the first round.  

Limitations 
This Policy Lab focuses on legislative and policy analyses, and recommendations at the federal 
level. The introduction of Bill C-27, the Digital Charter Implementation Act, which is being 
discussed in the House of Commons, presents an opportunity to insert new ideas and dialogue 
into the privacy policy landscape during an imminent shift in Canada’s privacy regime. Provincial 
legislative and policy changes are not discussed as they fall outside the scope of Bill C-27. The 
report does not extensively address the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act (AIDA) component of 
Bill C-27. Platform governance is not covered in this report as it is more relevant to analyses of 
competition law and policy. Cybersecurity is not addressed in this project. Additionally, the 
implications and impacts of privacy legislation on trade are acknowledged but not significantly 
analyzed.  
  
This Policy Lab does not reflect lived experiences from traditionally marginalized communities. 
Time and resource limitations presented constraints for conducting meaningful engagements with 
traditionally marginalized communities. This Policy Lab does not cover Indigenous law and issues 
of data sovereignty. Meaningful and culturally appropriate consultation is necessary with 
Indigenous rights holders to reflect legal interpretation, policy challenges, and recommendations 
in a respectful and impactful manner.  

A Snapshot of the Digital Age  
Opportunity abounds in the Canadian digital economy. The size of the industry has ramped up 
considerably in the past decade, with nominal GDP for the digital economy outpacing the growth 
rate of the overall economy at 40% between 2010 and 2017.18 In 2019, the industry was worth 
$118 billion, making it nearly as valuable as Canada’s lucrative mining, oil, and gas industries 
($119 billion).19 A key driver of this growth is data. Both public and private organizations are 
investing considerably in technology research and products that leverage innovations in advanced 
analytics, algorithms, and artificial intelligence (AI) to understand how best to collect and process 
data. This prospecting in the digital economy has led to data being described as “the new oil”.20 
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However, unlike oil, data are limitless. Every observable aspect of the world, including those 
observable aspects of a person’s life, can be assigned a data point. A data point makes its way 
through the data lifecycle where it is created or received, processed, used, and transferred, 
among other stages (See Figure 1).21 Organizations derive value from this lifecycle by recording 
those observable data points, structuring them for analysis, and then inferring insights to inform 
outputs. This information value chain can constantly be fed new information, as people produce 
new data every moment of their lives. Moreover, the sum of data is of greater value than their 
parts, leading to strong incentives for all actors to use and aggregate data intensively.22   
 
Figure 1 - The Data Lifecycle  

 
 
Source: World Bank, 2021 
 
 
Another positive attribute of data is their excludability. Organizations can process and store 
information about people, places, and things in ways that are inaccessible to others, giving them 
a unique advantage in competitive environments. While current markets for data are 
underdeveloped, making the value of data assets difficult to ascertain, data’s ubiquity, combined 
with its excludability, and known and unknown potential explain the global rush for data across 
the public, private, and even not-for-profit sectors.23  
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The most prominent examples of the known potential of data come from developments in big data 
analytics and AI. Big data analytics is the process of pooling and cleaning massive amounts of 
data, often from disparate sources, to extract actionable insights about people.24 E-commerce 
companies such as Amazon use big data analytics to process information on names, addresses, 
purchase history, and user activity to provide targeted recommendations for products to 
consumers and they also use this information in concert with data from their warehouse 
operations to ship orders efficiently.25 AI takes analytics further by contextualizing data, supporting 
decision-making about people based on patterns, and generating content.26 Popular language 
models such as ChatGPT generate text based on training from vast amounts of text data from 
the Internet, while AI image generators such as Midjourney create original images based on 
training from existing image data.27  
 
As with technological advancements of the past, political agents have also taken advantage of 
the benefits of analytics and AI, using personal information to improve fundraising campaigns and 
influence voting intentions.28 Nonprofits can also benefit from these tools by using data to drive 
fundraising efforts, transform reporting, and improve program administration.29 

Canadian Digital Privacy Challenges 
While innovation in the digital economy has and will continue to drive economic value and 
competitive advantages in business and politics, it also deals with personal information. Personal 
information does not only have economic value, it also has value inherent to a person’s privacy. 
Canada’s digital privacy challenges as they concern personal information include the use of 
personal information in the private sector, diminishing levels of trust in the digital space, privacy 
harms faced by individuals, and shifting global policies. 

Privacy in the Context of Private Sector Operations  
Canada’s commercial privacy law includes basic tenets of respecting privacy such as obtaining 
consent, minimizing data collection, and safeguarding personal information.30 In recognition of 
people’s desire for privacy, some organizations have attempted to go beyond the basic legal 
requirements for privacy protections. Some have deployed privacy-enhancing technologies such 
as data de-identification and synthetic data and have employed strategies such as “Privacy by 
Design”, a concept developed by Ontario’s former Information and Privacy Commissioner, Dr. 
Ann Cavoukian.31 Nevertheless, these practices are not universal, and some privacy-enhancing 
technologies have proved fallible in effectively protecting personal information.32 
 
Despite provincial and federal privacy laws that uphold the role of consent and the safeguard of 
personal information, a 2023 survey of business leaders conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers 
revealed that 46% of Canadian respondents sometimes use customer data without express 
consent and 49% do not always vet the third parties with whom they share their customer’s data.33 
Another survey conducted by Canada’s privacy ombuds, the Office of the Privacy Commissioner 
of Canada (OPC), showed that business awareness of responsibilities under Canada’s federal 
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privacy law has decreased since 2019, with only 52% of businesses highly aware of their duties 
under the law. Additionally, the likelihood of having a privacy policy increases the larger a 
business is – 79% of large businesses surveyed noted having such a policy, compared to 60% of 
small businesses.34  
 
Stakeholders noted that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in particular face challenges 
in balancing innovation with complying with privacy law. They shared that SMEs tend to find that 
there is a lack of clarity around which jurisdiction’s privacy law applies to them and they do not 
understand how to take advantage of the promise of data analytics without breaking the law. 
Further, many stakeholders perceived the OPC as lacking in the requisite technical expertise to 
understand changes in the digital space and as being unresponsive to developing a dialogue with 
businesses, indicating opportunities for increased stakeholder engagement.   

Role of Trust in the Digital Economy 
A key challenge for organizations in the Digital Age is building trust. Trust plays a crucial role in 
the economy as it reduces transaction costs, increases efficiency gains, and is a determinant of 
economic development and wellbeing. In the digital economy, one of the main components of 
trust is privacy. People generally expect that information they share about themselves will be used 
for the purposes that they have identified and that any other information that is discerned about 
them will be used in a fair and appropriate manner.35 However, Canadians do not necessarily 
trust organizations to respect their privacy and they remain concerned about their lack of control 
over their data. In a 2023 survey conducted on behalf of the OPC, 39% of individuals believed 
that businesses respect their privacy rights, a decline from 45% in 2020. This mistrust is further 
characterized by most Canadians who are uncomfortable with having their face scanned to verify 
their age online (65%) or their voice used to verify their identity (61%).36 In a survey commissioned 
by Interac earlier this year, 74% of Canadians expressed that they would like more control of their 
online information.37 Unlike data, trust is not ubiquitous in the digital economy. 
 
One example of the central role of trust in the digital economy is the development of smart cities, 
particularly in liberal democracies. Smart cities rely on data to provide a better quality of life for 
inhabitants and include benefits such as the reduction of crime rates, shortening of commutes, 
and reduction of carbon emissions.38 When Barcelona sought to become a smart city, it 
empowered residents to design methodologies for the collection and sharing of data from sensors 
in their neighbourhoods, allowing residents to realize a key aspect of privacy rights: control of 
one’s data.39  
 
By contrast, Toronto’s own smart city pilot project, a collaboration between Sidewalk Labs (a 
subsidiary of Google) and a Canadian Crown Corporation, was plagued with concerns from citizen 
interest groups, technology advocacy groups, and former partners of the project for a multitude 
of reasons. Some of these concerns centered around the creation of a new class of data called 
“urban data”. This classification referred to images or information from public and semi-private 
spaces and its definition attempted to distinguish it from personal information, leaving the data 
unaddressed by Canadian privacy laws.40 Additionally, while the company initially emphasized 
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the role of de-identification of data at the source, its position evolved to state that while Sidewalk 
Labs would strip personal identifiers of individuals, it would not guarantee that third-party 
organizations participating in the project would do the same.41 While Sidewalk Labs cites the 
pandemic as the cause for its cancellation of the project, the company has not since attempted to 
launch another smart city project.42 The project is widely understood to have failed in developing 
social acceptance and trust, crucial components of a data-enabled city.43 

Privacy Harms in the Digital Age 
A breakdown of trust is not the only kind of harm that can arise in the Digital Age. The digital 
space can recreate systems of oppression with a disproportionately harmful effect on 
marginalized groups. For example, contact tracing through digital apps, while intended to 
guarantee public health safety during the pandemic, sparked fears among traditionally 
marginalized communities.44 These groups have historically faced discrimination and stigma in 
the face of epidemics, as evidenced by authorities’ targeted criminal sanctions of marginalized 
communities during the HIV epidemic. Similarly, the collection and publication of the location of 
COVID-19 outbreaks sparked racial, religious, and xenophobic tensions, creating a lack of safety 
for these groups.45 To understand how privacy harms in the Digital Age manifest, it is important 
to analyze how the information value chain replicates current structures of oppression, starting 
with the collection of data. 
 
Overcollection of data increases surveillance of traditionally marginalized groups 
Racialized communities are disproportionately surveilled and data-driven technologies 
exacerbate this experience.46 In the United States, private companies partner with local and state 
police and intelligence agencies to share data and surveil residents.47 Canada has started to 
explore similar surveillance partnerships. The Royal Mounted Canadian Police (RCMP) was 
caught using Clearview AI’s facial recognition technologies for surveillance.48 Clearview AI had 
contravened privacy law by collecting biometric data without consent.49 By using Clearview’s 
technology, the RCMP was also in contravention of the law because it collected more information 
than was necessary to carry out its operations.50 This kind of overcollection of data can lead to 
“big data discrimination”, a phenomenon composed of increased surveillance, over-policing, and 
discrimination by design.51 Activists have raised concerns that technologies such as those from 
Clearview AI will contribute to the overpolicing of Black and Indigenous people, given that they 
are built from data focused on people from these communities.52 Furthermore, these technologies 
are often inaccurate as they concern racialized people, creating additional risks wherein people 
are misidentified for crimes.53    
 
Data processing can cause discrimination against entire groups 
Using data to enhance products and services has several unintended consequences. For years, 
Facebook had allowed users to be targeted by ads according to their interests which inadvertently 
revealed information such as race, ethnicity, and sexual orientation. Advertisers had used this 
information to intentionally exclude people from receiving targeted housing ads based on their 
race.54 Additionally, a case study on “data mining”, a process for identifying patterns in data, 
showed that the process can identify features of individuals and groups that they did not 
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specifically disclose about themselves. Inferences and labels, which are not always accurate, can 
be drawn from behaviour online, such as location data or spending habits.55 Consequences of 
inaccurate inferences include losing jobs, government benefits, and loans.56 Certain data analysis 
software labelled low-income welfare applicants as “lazy” and identified them as high-risk 
candidates for welfare benefits, leading to the eventual denial of benefits.57 Likewise, an 
investigation conducted by ProPublica found that algorithmic software used by American courts 
were nearly twice as likely to inaccurately label Black defendants as likely to commit a future 
crime, compared to White defendants.58  
 
Data collection and processing can put civil and political rights at risk  
In 2018, the New York Times broke the story of the Cambridge Analytica-Facebook scandal. 
When Facebook users gave permission to an app to access their Facebook profiles to fill out a 
quiz, the app harvested the information of the users and their friends. In total, the app gathered 
information from 87 million individuals around the world. The company Cambridge Analytica then 
used the personal information from the quiz and from individuals’ Facebook accounts to generate 
psychological profiles on voters. These insights were sold to political operatives, enabling 
campaigns to target millions of users using private, personal information and allegedly swinging 
votes in the Brexit referendum and American presidential election of 2016.59 Improper data 
collection and processing can be wielded to manipulate voters, placing democratic rights and 
institutions at risk. 

Global Policy Shifts 
To date, 137 countries have adopted data protection and privacy legislation.60 Jurisdictions similar 
to Canada have moved swiftly on updating their privacy laws in the face of challenges of the 
Digital Age. Examples of recently updated laws that are relevant for Canada come from the 
European Union (EU), California, and Quebec. 
 
European Union 
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was passed in 2016, replacing the Data 
Protection Directive of 1995.61 The new regulation established a new set of rights, such as the 
right to erasure (the ability to ask an organization to delete your personal information) and the 
right to data portability (the ability to transfer your personal information from one organization to 
another), created clear rules for businesses (including severe monetary penalties for the violation 
of privacy laws), and enables the free movement of personal data within the EU.62 The push for 
legislative change was sparked by Max Schrems, an Austrian lawyer and data rights activist, who 
started the Europe v Facebook movement. From 2011 to 2017, the movement built a case for 
privacy and data rights, which were later articulated in the GDPR.63  
 
California 
Adopted in 2018, the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) was designed to increase data 
protection obligations for businesses and enshrine new privacy rights for Californian consumers.64 
The CCPA gives consumers greater control over their personal information and establishes a new 
set of privacy rights, such as the right to opt out of the sale of one’s personal information.65 The 
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effort for new legislation was spearheaded by Alastair Mactaggart, a San Francisco real estate 
developer and investor, who funded and championed a similar bill after learning the extent to 
which Google collects information on its users.66  
 
Quebec 
The Act to Modernize Legislation Provisions Respecting the Protection of Personal Information, 
or, Law 25, was adopted in Quebec in 2021. Law 25 updates rules for the protection of personal 
information.67 It introduces stricter requirements for privacy, including enhanced transparency, 
protections, and new consent provisions for Quebec organizations, with significant fines and 
increased powers for the privacy supervisory authority, the Commission d'accès a l'information.68 
This policy change was heavily inspired by the GDPR and the desire to adopt best practices for 
personal information protection in Quebec.69  
 
Canadian legislation must keep pace with international standards for privacy protection to ensure 
the uninterrupted flow of trade as it concerns the cross-border transfer of data. Canada has 
enjoyed limited “adequacy status” from the EU, meaning that the jurisdiction recognizes that 
Canadian law provides protection equivalent to EU law as it concerns the personal data of 
Europeans.70 Granted in 2001 and reaffirmed in 2006, this adequacy status is restricted to 
organizations governed by Canada's commercial privacy law.71 The EU Commission is currently 
reviewing the adequacy of Canada’s legislation in the face of the GDPR of 2016.72 Bill C-27, the 
federal government’s proposed commercial privacy law, presents an opportunity to maintain 
Canada’s adequacy status, ensuring that personal information can continue to flow between 
Canada and the EU, and aligning Canada with other jurisdictions.73  

Canada’s Policy Landscape 

Privacy Protections Under Federal Law 

The Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act 
The Personal Information and Protection of Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) is Canada’s 
privacy law governing the use of personal information in commercial contexts. Passed in 2000, 
PIPEDA was developed to build consumer trust in e-commerce and to allow Canadian businesses 
to compete in the digital economy.74 The legislation provides rules around the collection, use, and 
disclosure of personal information through an emphasis on the role of consent. Pursuant to 
section 6.1 of the statute, consent is only valid if people can be reasonably expected to understand 
what they are consenting to.75 
 
A core aspect of PIPEDA is Schedule 1 of the legislation. The Schedule describes ten core 
principles for the protection of information, expanding on the meaning of consent, explaining how 
organizations should identify the purpose of the use of data, and providing limitations on the 
indiscriminate collection of data.76 The inclusion of these principles into the law is reflective of the 
crucial role that businesses and other organizations played in the development of PIPEDA. The 
Schedule originated from the Canadian Standards Association, a voluntary standards group 
composed of representatives from industry, government, and academia, and was incorporated 
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as a whole into legislation. Its adoption has allowed for a flexible compliance regime that is 
principles-based and technologically neutral.77 
 
The law applies to all private sector organizations across Canada using personal information for 
commercial purposes, unless a province or territory has a substantially similar privacy law, and 
the personal information does not cross provincial or national borders. The federal government 
has deemed the following provinces as having substantially similar privacy laws: Quebec, Alberta, 
and British Columbia. The law also applies to all federally regulated organizations, irrespective of 
which province they operate in. 
 
The Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada 
The OPC is Canada’s federal privacy oversight body, responsible for overseeing compliance to 
the Privacy Act (privacy law applicable to the federal public sector) and PIPEDA.78 In 1983, the 
federal government established the OPC to address the limitations of legal proceedings against 
the government under the Privacy Act. Namely, the formality and cost of court procedures can 
make justice inaccessible for many complainants, so the government opted to create an ombuds 
to resolve issues in an informal manner.79 The ombuds model is a Swedish institutional concept 
whereby an ombuds receives and investigates complaints from the public and completes a non-
binding review of an organization’s practices. An ombuds typically has no enforcement powers.80 
The duties of the OPC were extended to the commercial sector in 2001 when PIPEDA came into 
force.81 
 
Where it concerns the commercial sector, the OPC has a mandate to promote public 
understanding of privacy law, promote compliance with PIPEDA, investigate privacy complaints 
from the public, initiate complaints and investigations itself, enter into compliance agreements, 
and report on its activities annually to the Parliament of Canada.82 Its public education initiatives 
include participation in national and international privacy awareness campaigns and online 
resources for the general public, children, youth, and seniors.83 Its guidance to businesses 
includes such online resources as well; however, the OPC also has dedicated staff to a Business 
Advisory Directorate that conducts outreach and advisory activities. The Directorate provides 
advice to businesses that seek to understand the privacy risks of their activities and initiated 14 
new advisory activities in the 2021-22 reporting year.84  
 
The OPC conducts investigations into businesses if it has received a complaint from a member 
of the public, if it has reason to believe the business has contravened PIPEDA, or if it has identified 
a high-risk issue. If the Commissioner believes that the case can be resolved without a formal 
investigation, it will go through an early resolution process where the issue is mediated.85 If the 
case remains unresolved, it will go through a formal investigation, whereby the investigator will 
inform the organization of the substance of the complaint, gather evidence, consult on the issue 
internally, and provide their findings in a report to the organization and the complainant. If the 
investigator finds that an organization has contravened PIPEDA, they can make non-binding 
recommendations to the organization. If the organization does not follow the recommendations, 
the OPC can file an application with the Federal Court to order the organization to correct its 
practices. The Court can also award damages to complainants.86 
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Privacy Law Outside of Commercial Use 
The Canada Elections Act provides guidelines on the use of personal information in the electoral 
process. It primarily refers to the information collected by Elections Canada to maintain the 
Register of Electors for the production of lists of electors, their distribution to those involved in the 
electoral system, and the use of that information by recipients.87 These recipients are typically 
political parties that use various kinds of information management systems for voter management. 
Data collected by political parties often goes beyond voter lists, as the voter list is aggregated with 
information that the parties document on individuals’ past and present political views, 
demographic and cultural information, and propensity to support or oppose the party.88  

Addressing Gaps in Current Privacy Law: Bill C-27 
The federal government has introduced Bill C-27, the Digital Charter Implementation Act, to 
replace PIPEDA.89 Bill C-27 has three parts: The Consumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA), the 
Personal Information and Data Protection Tribunal Act, and the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act 
(AIDA).90 The CPPA aims to enhance privacy protections in the Digital Age. It would repeal and 
replace the parts of PIPEDA focused on privacy protections with additions that would raise the 
consequences for non-compliance by instituting new monetary penalties for non-compliance, 
expand individuals’ eligibility for filing claims and requesting compensation, and include provisions 
for quasi-criminal prosecutions.91  
 
The CPPA would also require private actors to provide explanations to individuals regarding how 
automated decisions concerning the individuals were made. The legislation retains the consent-
based model of PIPEDA and seeks to expand rules around consent, as it concerns withdrawal, 
deletion and anonymization, additional grounds for collection and use without consent, and data 
transfer requests. Finally, the CPPA will expand the OPC’s role with regard to compliance 
promotion, by enabling it to issue orders to non-compliant organizations. PIPEDA’s provisions 
regarding electronic documents will remain as the Electronic Documents Act.92 
 
The second part of Bill C-27 is the Tribunal Act.  The Act would add a new administrative tribunal 
that would hear appeals of OPC orders and it would be the body responsible for issuing monetary 
penalties as described under the CPPA.93 AIDA is the third part of Bill C-27 and it focuses on 
adding measures to regulate interprovincial and international trade and commerce related to AI 
systems.94 AIDA would also require common measures for the design, development, and use of 
AI systems and provisions requiring protections to lower the risk of AI-related harms and encoded 
bias.95 Finally, AIDA includes provisions prohibiting AI practices that may result in significant 
harm.96 

Limitations of Federal Law and Policy 

Sensitive Information  
Personal information, and more specifically, sensitive information, is central to the realization of 
human rights. According to the OPC, “information that will generally be considered sensitive and 
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require a higher degree of protection includes health and financial data, ethnic and racial origins, 
political opinions, genetic and biometric data, an individual’s sex life or sexual orientation, and 
religious or philosophical beliefs.”97 The OPC considers this information sensitive because if it is 
exposed, it poses risks to safety and can cause long-term reputational and emotional harm.98   
 
The legislation does not adequately recognize these risks or provide sufficient requirements for 
this type of information. Section 4.3.4 of PIPEDA states that consent may vary based on the 
circumstances and type of information.99 Specifically, organizations are encouraged to take the 
sensitivity of information into account, depending on the context.100 Bill C-27 applies retention 
periods specifically to sensitive information and considers children’s personal information 
sensitive.101 However, the legislation lacks clarity with regards to what sensitive information is, 
making it difficult for actors to know what kind of information should be considered sensitive. While 
the OPC provides an interpretation of sensitive personal information, it is not binding.102 In a 
Submission to the House of Commons’ Standing Committee on Access to Information, Privacy 
and Ethics (ETHI) on a previous iteration of the Digital Charter Implementation Act, the OPC also 
recommended that the legislation provide a definition of sensitive personal information that is 
context-specific and includes an explicit and non-exhaustive list of examples.103 The OPC has 
maintained this recommendation in its submission to ETHI for its review of Bill C-27.104  
 
PIPEDA recognizes that the level of sensitivity of personal information is context-dependent 
because there are cases where information can become sensitive.105 However, it does not specify 
criteria for data that require a heightened standard of care, such as biometric data.106 Bill C-27 
requires that private actors consider the level of sensitivity when considering various requirements 
like how long to retain data.107 However, the legislation does not provide a specific definition of 
what information should be considered sensitive or guidance as to different levels of sensitivity.108 
Without specification, private actors are left to decide the level of protection they provide.  
 
To ensure clarity in determining what information should be considered sensitive and the level at 
which it should be protected, other jurisdictions such as the EU and Quebec have defined and 
tiered sensitive information. The GDPR defines sensitive information as follows:  “racial or ethnic 
origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the 
processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, 
data concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation.”109 
The law requires explicit consent for the processing of sensitive information, unless the 
information is necessary for fulfilling one’s employment requirements or it is part of a collective 
agreement. It also clarifies that sensitive data such as health data requires a higher level of 
protection, along with limitations on what health data can be used for. Additionally, the law only 
allows the processing of data related to criminal offenses and convictions to be performed by a 
relevant authority.110  
 
Non-Commercial Actors Responsible for Personal Information Protection  
Elections Canada publishes guidance for the use of personal information from the Register of 
Electors. The guidelines include sample declarations for lists distributed to Members of 
Parliament, political parties, and candidates. The guidelines also advise on the use, safeguarding, 
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and disposition of the lists, and include a list of frequent asked questions and best practices.111 
Nevertheless, Elections Canada does not have the legislative authority to verify if political parties 
applied the guidance while processing the personal information from the Register. Additionally, 
while most of the fair information principles listed in PIPEDA are also in the Canada Elections Act, 
the principles apply primarily to information obtained from the Register of Electors. This presents 
a gap in the regulation of political parties’ collection, use and disclosure of personal information 
from other sources.112 
 
Non-profit organizations and charities also collect a large amount of personal information, but 
their regular activities are not governed under PIPEDA, as they are not engaged in commercial 
activities. There is increasing stakeholder awareness and expectations around privacy, 
transparency, and accountability. Donors, clients, and other stakeholders expect charities and 
nonprofits to safeguard their personal information, protect it from misuse and be transparent and 
accountable for how it is used.113 Though charities and not for profits are expected to adhere 
voluntarily with PIPEDA, they cannot be legally held accountable under the current federal law. 
Some provinces (e.g., British Columbia and Quebec) have laws that govern non-commercial 
actors, such as non-profits.114   
 
Gaps in Data Processing Governance  
PIPEDA does not govern the use of de-identified or anonymized data. Deidentification is the 
process of removing personal information from a record or data set, while anonymization of data 
is a process through which data cannot be linked to identifiable information. De-identification and 
anonymization are promoted as privacy-enhancing technologies that drastically reduce the risk of 
personal information being used or disclosed for unauthorized or malicious purposes.115 These 
methods help data sharing, while preserving privacy and enable data use by third party 
processors. 116 
 
In recognition of the role and value of de-identified and anonymized data in the protection of 
personal information, Bill C-27 seeks to acknowledge these methods of privacy enhancement in 
the law. The proposed legislation includes and distinguishes between de-identification and 
anonymization and it generally* does not allow for the re-identification of personal data.117 
However, once information is considered de-identified or anonymized, it is no longer considered 
to be personal information, and is therefore not governed. This allows the information to be 
shared, sold, and freely used, without regulation.  
 
Leaving de-identified information to be unregulated presents a risk to the protection of personal 
information because de-identified data can be re-identified using emerging technologies. For 
example, health records of patients are de-identified to maintain privacy, but they can be re-
identified by combining identifiers with other sources such as databases that contain information 
on car accidents or illnesses.118  In another case, researchers at Imperial College London were 

 
*Except for security safeguards, compliance under federal or provincial law, testing of fairness and accuracy of models, 
processes and systems developed with de-identified information or any ‘other prescribed circumstance’. 
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able to accurately reidentify 99.98% of Americans in an anonymized dataset using a machine 
learning model and datasets that included up to 15 identifiable characteristics such as age, 
gender, and marital status.119 This re-identification has important implications for commercial data 
use. Namely, data brokers can obtain de-identified data from pharmacies, private drug insurers 
or private clinics, for example, without consent from patients. These datasets can be sold and 
reidentified to identify physicians and enable companies to market directly to physicians, 
influencing the volume of drugs prescribed, the quality of prescriptions, and cost increases.120 
 
Support for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises and Not-for-Profit Organizations 
In a survey conducted for the OPC in 2022, only 66% of medium-sized businesses and 58% of 
small businesses reported having a privacy policy compared to 79% of large businesses who 
reported having a privacy policy.121 Research funded by Public Safety Canada suggests that as 
it concerns privacy, many SMEs “hope for the best until they have a breach” and the OPC has 
already expressed concern that SMEs may be underreporting privacy breaches.122 Smaller not-
for-profit organizations (NPOs) are also increasingly becoming vulnerable to digital privacy threats 
and many work with information that could risk people’s safety and wellbeing if revealed. Similar 
to SMEs, NPOs lack the capacity to employ the level of expertise and resources required to 
adequately protect personal information, making them vulnerable to data breaches.123   
 
In recognition of the supports required to establish an effective compliance promotion regime, the 
OPC provides privacy advisory services to businesses, albeit with limited capacity. The OPC 
offers its services to businesses that are already operational and those that are looking to launch. 
In some cases, the OPC approaches businesses proactively to offer them advisory services.124 
There is no designated advisory directorate providing specialized support to SMEs and NPOs. In 
the 2021-2022 reporting year, the OPC conducted 18 advisory engagements with businesses, 
compared to 105 advisory consultations with federal government organizations.125 Publicly 
available headcount information suggests that the OPC’s Business Advisory Directorate is 
comprised of approximately 7 employees while the Government Advisory Directorate is 
comprised of approximately 13 employees.126 
 
Outdated Enforcement Model 
When PIPEDA was adopted, privacy regulation did not feature highly visible conflicts with non-
compliant actors, which, according to former Privacy Commissioner Jennifer Stoddart, likely 
influenced policymakers’ perception that disagreements in personal information management 
practices were best dealt with in a context that fostered open dialogue and education.127 The 
ombuds model has been relatively effective at contributing to this. In the 2021-2022 reporting 
year, the OPC resolved 85% of its cases through early resolution.128 However, as organizations 
seek to derive value from data in more unconventional ways, and as large, global organizations 
with a reduced incentive to cooperate with the OPC move to Canada, the Commissioner will 
continue to see an increase in complaints, but without adequate enforcement tools if the law 
remains the same.  
 
The process to hold non-cooperative organizations accountable is out of the control of the OPC, 
extensively slowing down compliance enforcement efforts. The average PIPEDA investigation 
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takes approximately eight months to complete.129 If the OPC would like to order an organization 
to comply with its recommendations or issue a penalty for non-compliance, it must file an 
application with the Federal Court.130 The Court would hear the case “de novo”, meaning that it 
would consider the issue as new and provide no deference to the recommendation of the Privacy 
Commissioner.131 This contrasts with approaches that defer to an administrative body for 
decisions regarding orders and penalties.   
 
The division of enforcement powers between the OPC and the Federal Court has led to a lengthy 
and inefficient regulatory process, especially when compared to similar jurisdictions. In the OPC’s 
attempt to hold Facebook accountable for the Cambridge Analytica scandal, the Office took one 
year to conduct its investigation and the Federal Court took three years to decide on the OPC’s 
application. Overall, the case took over five years from the complainant’s notice to the OPC in 
2018 to the decision made by the Federal Court in 2023.132 Comparatively, the United States’ 
Federal Trade Commission also took one year to investigate Facebook for the Cambridge 
Analytica scandal; however, the Commission issued a US$5 billion penalty shortly thereafter.133 
Other jurisdictions that empower their data protection authorities to make decisions around orders 
and/or penalties include provinces such as Quebec, Alberta, Ontario, British Columbia, and Prince 
Edward Island, along with other national common law jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom 
(UK), New Zealand and Ireland.134 

Towards a Human-Rights Based Approach to Privacy Policy  
PIPEDA currently emphasizes supporting and promoting electronic commerce and does not take 
impacts on human rights into account. Privacy is a right in and of itself and is a gateway to realizing 
other rights. Human rights are considered fundamental because they are inherent to all human 
beings irrespective of one’s gender, colour, religion, race, or any other factor. They are intrinsically 
connected and cannot be viewed in isolation because the enjoyment of one right depends on the 
enjoyment of the other right. 135 Multiple stakeholders have stated that privacy acts as a gateway 
for other rights. For example, the right to vote, a democratic right, is connected to the idea of a 
secret ballot that is based on the core principle of privacy.  
 
Canada’s privacy regime requires a human rights-based approach (HRBA) to protect people from 
the risks and threats privacy infringements pose to their rights. According to the United Nations, 
an HRBA to policies, plans, and processes are rooted in the protection of “civil, cultural, economic, 
political and social rights”, and human rights principles.136  
 
Canada is equipped with international and federal legal instruments which provide a justification 
for taking an HRBA to privacy. In 1976, Canada ratified the International Covenant of Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR), a legally binding treaty requiring countries to recognize and protect civil 
and political rights. Article 17 of the ICCPR states that “no one shall be subjected to arbitrary or 
unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on 
his honour and reputation.”137 Additionally, Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and 
Freedoms has been interpreted by the courts as imposing an obligation on political actors to 
ensure that legislation is enacted to secure the privacy interests of individuals.138 The federal 
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Privacy Act, which details the responsibilities the government has to protect the privacy of 
individuals, has obtained quasi-constitutional status, which allows for a broad interpretation of the 
law in favour of rights.139 
 
An HRBA to privacy policies begins with two key pillars and accompanying recommendations for 
Canada’s privacy policy landscape:  
 

1. Information as inherent to personhood 
Canada’s privacy regime needs to center the person and their rights in data protection policies. 
This paradigm recognizes that strong protections for data means strong protections for people’s 
rights and their dignity. In its preamble, Bill C-27 acknowledges that protecting privacy is critical 
to the “individual autonomy and dignity and to the full enjoyment of fundamental rights and 
freedoms in Canada”.140 The OPC is keen to recognize privacy as a fundamental right in Bill C-
27 and has recommended doing so as recently as May 11, 2023.141 Now, the federal government 
needs to take steps to create legislation that moves beyond acknowledgement and towards 
compelling action. This paradigm shift should also recognize the responsibilities that 
organizations that handle data have in the Digital Age. The power, knowledge, and control 
organizations have over people’s data creates asymmetries between people and organizations.142 
As people entrust a wider range of actors with their information, a greater onus must be placed 
on these organizations to develop stronger safeguards for personal information protections.  
 
The first recommendation focuses on raising the level of responsibility for private actors by 
changing the legislative and regulatory landscape to specify new standards for protecting 
personal information and by ensuring that all actors handling data have a responsibility to protect 
information.  
 

2. Accountability and inclusion foster trust 
An HRBA calls for accountability and respect for the rule of law, especially as it concerns harm to 
individuals. It also respects the dignity and diversity of individuals by including their perspectives 
in decisions affecting them.143 This approach has been central to building trust in situations of 
conflict, journalistic freedoms, and scientific development.144 In the case of privacy, the COVID-
19 pandemic revealed that a deficit of institutional trust, specifically in how institutions would use 
personal data, created challenges in increasing people’s participation on contact tracing apps.145 
Only 56% of Canadians reported they would use contact tracing apps and 73% cited the invasion 
of privacy as a reason not to install apps.146 Engaging with affected Canadians is critical to building 
trust in organizations and advancing a privacy regime that protects their rights. Canada also 
needs to create a regulatory environment robust enough to ensure accountability, a critical 
element of maintaining trust. This includes reasonable supports to enable organizations to fulfil 
their obligations and ensure they are taking adequate measures to mitigate risks to rights 
infringements.147  
 
The second recommendation introduces three key policy actions: an advocacy initiative from the 
private sector focused on elevating Canadians’ perspectives on digital privacy as a human right, 
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a government body focused on building capacity for SMEs and NPOs, and a system of penalties 
for dealing with contraventions with the law.  

Recommendation 1: Raise the Level of Responsibility for Private Actors   
Interac should advocate for an HRBA to legislation, recognizing that data is inherent to 
personhood. Treating personal information as an object that can be traded for products and 
services creates a system which disregards the inherent “humanness” of data. When personal 
information is described as the “new oil”, it renders it “abstract, inert and non-human”.148 Personal 
data is not something a person possesses; it plays a fundamental role in who they are as a person 
and who they can become.149 Protecting that personal information is crucial to preserving human 
dignity, as recognized by Canada’s highest court. In the Supreme Court of Canada case R. v. 
Dyment, a doctor shared a patient’s blood sample with the police without the consent of the 
patient. The Court ruled that informational privacy is included in the right to privacy and specified 
that privacy protects individuals’ dignity and integrity.150 The following recommendations 
focus on heightening the level of protections to people’s information by providing additional 
protections for sensitive information and improving the governance of data processing. 
  
1.1 Safeguarding Sensitive Information 
Defining Sensitive Information 
Effectively safeguarding sensitive information begins with a clear definition within the legislation. 
Some jurisdictions, including Quebec, the UK, and the EU define sensitive information.151 The 
OPC has also recommended that the CPPA should establish a general principle of sensitivity with 
an open-ended list of examples.152  
 
The GDPR provides the most prescriptive and robust definition of personal sensitive information, 
listing all information that is considered sensitive including “racial or ethnic origin, political 
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union membership, and the processing of 
genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely identifying a natural person, data 
concerning health or data concerning a natural person’s sex life or sexual orientation.”153 This 
definition serves as an example of a prescriptive definition that Bill C-27 can draw inspiration from. 
To ensure that a definition of sensitive personal information is effective and captures the nature 
of sensitive personal information in a Canadian context, it is recommended that far-reaching 
consultations and research are conducted to develop a definition that will be helpful and 
applicable.   
 
Raising the Standard of Sensitive Information Processing  
Not all sensitive personal information has the same level of sensitivity or potential for harm. As 
such, Bill C-27 should specify a tiered approach to sensitive information that would require private 
actors to take a differential approach to providing protections. Law 25, the GDPR, and the UK’s 
GDPR and Data Protection Act, treat sensitive information with a tiered or specialized 
approach.154  
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This addition to Bill C-27 should retain flexibility to determine sensitivity of information based on 
context. However, some information should remain highly sensitive, regardless of context. For 
example, the GDPR specifically identifies genetic, biometric and health data as special categories 
of personal data that merit further processing regulations developed by Member States.155 
Similarly, the UK’s GDPR and Data Protection Act specifically identifies data which are subject to 
additional safeguards.156 It considers identity-based information such as race, ethnicity, religion, 
biometric data, etc. to be the most sensitive data due to “significant risks to the individual’s 
fundamental rights and freedoms”, depending on the use of the data.157 While financial information 
is also sensitive, it does not receive a similar carveout in the law because it does not have the 
same risks to fundamental rights.158 Quebec’s Law 25 requires express consent for the use of 
sensitive personal information and the law may also apply differently to different cases of sensitive 
personal information.159  
 
By operating according to a tiered system of sensitivity, the standard by which private actors are 
required to protect digital privacy can be raised. A tiered approach to sensitive personal 
information places the onus on private actors to ensure the most stringent protections are given 
to the most sensitive information. It is recommended that far-reaching consultations and research 
are conducted to develop provisions and consequences for each tier. The recommended tiers are 
as follows: 
 

1. High level of sensitivity: Biometric and Health Data  
a. Biometric data is any data that uses physical characteristics and biological 

measurements to identify people digitally. Biometric data includes but is not limited 
to facial recognition, fingerprints, iris recognition, palm recognition, and any DNA 
based recognition.160  

b. Health data is any information pertaining to an individual’s medical records, history, 
medical conditions, and any other related information.  

 
2. Medium level of sensitivity: Identity-Based Characteristics, Location-Based Information, 

and Financial Information 
a. Identity-based characteristics include but are not limited to race, ethnicity, religion, 

sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, age, ability, and socioeconomic status.  
b. Location based information includes but is not limited to location tracking, home 

address, school, and workplace.  
c. Financial information. 

 
3. Low level of sensitivity: General Personal Information 

a. General personal information includes but is not limited to name, email address, 
phone number, and social media account names. 

 
To enforce this standard of care, Bill C-27 should introduce a tiered administrative monetary 
penalty system, which penalizes non-compliance. Further details are outlined in section 
Recommendation 2.3 Enforcing the Law.  
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Textbox 1. Treating minors’ information as sensitive  
Minors’ privacy is particularly vulnerable in the Digital Age. Children are often not aware of 
or privy to knowledge around terms and conditions and research finds that young people 
have limited knowledge of business practices regarding the use of information for 
commercial purposes. Additionally, children often lie about their age, exposing them to an 
unregulated digital media environment.161 Such an environment can enable the targeting of 
children with manipulative content that can influence behaviours and the physical, mental, 
and emotional wellbeing of children.162  
 
PIPEDA has no specific provisions for protecting the privacy rights of minors.163 Bill C-27 
makes mention of minors, stating that their personal information is considered sensitive. It 
specifies that requests can be made to dispose of personal information if they are in relation 
to a minor.164 Recognizing the harms faced by children online, the UK and the US have 
taken legislative action to promote their privacy. The UK Parliament incorporated the 
Children’s Code into the Data Protection Act in 2020. The Code provides 15 standards for 
the use of children’s information, including standards around profiling, the use of nudge 
techniques, and considerations for the best interests of the child.165 In the United States, 
the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule places restrictions on websites and providers 
that cater to minors under the age of thirteen or websites and providers that are aware they 
are collecting data from children under the age of thirteen.166 Further policy analysis should 
be undertaken to identify measures appropriate for the Canadian context. 

 

 
1.2 Fill in the Governance Gaps 

1.2.1 Non-Commercial Actors 
International treaties already recognize that obligations for the respect for human rights are not 
limited to government and business. Considering the extensive amount of personal information 
processed in non-commercial contexts, Bill C-27 should extend privacy protections to activities 
conducted by not-for-profits, political organisations, and other similar non-commercial actors. 
Such an extension and application of the law would need to be balanced with other rights and 
freedoms such as the freedom of expression and the freedom of the press, to ensure that other 
pillars of Canada’s democratic society are upheld. 

1.2.2 Governing Data Processing and De-identified and Anonymized Data  

A. Legislative changes   

Specify “processing” of data in Bill C-27 
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As the use of AI and similar technologies becomes more prevalent, the understanding of the term 
“processing” becomes increasingly significant, as it forms the basis for data analysis and complex 
decision making. Processing refers to a collective set of data actions (i.e., the complete data life 
cycle, including, but not limited to collection, retention, logging, generation, transformation, use, 
disclosure, sharing, transmission, and disposal).167  PIPEDA only focuses on the collection, use, 
and disclosure of data and does not clearly indicate the other activities that comprise 
processing.168 Explicitly defining processing would ensure that a comprehensive set of activities 
are covered within the ambit of the law and leave little room for ambiguity. Other privacy legislation 
such as the GDPR defines processing, allowing for a broader coverage of activities such as the 
organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, alignment or combination, restriction, 
and erasure or destruction of personal data, among others.169  
 
Governance of anonymized and de-identified data  
Bill C-27 defines anonymization as a process to “irreversibly and permanently modify personal 
information, in accordance with generally accepted best practices, to ensure that no individual 
can be identified from the information, whether directly or indirectly, by any means”.170 A set of 
regulations are needed to provide uniform guidance on managing personal and sensitive 
information when de-identified and anonymized information. 

B. Regulatory Changes  

Meet global standards for de-identification  
Bill C-27 does not specify standards for de-identification or anonymization. It only states that 
actors should adhere to “generally accepted best practices”, leaving room for interpretation of 
what constitutes best practice. The Government of Canada should provide regulatory guidance 
for anonymization and de-identification that are inspired by the latest standards of the EU, the UK 
and the recently introduced International Standards Organization (ISO) standard on de-
identification. The latest standards in ISO/IEC 27559:2022 mitigate de-identification risks 
associated with the lifecycle of de-identified data that is applicable to all types and sizes of 
organizations.171 
 
Adopting global standards would provide a strong basis for the development of national and 
international regulation, helping to save time and reduce barriers to do business and other 
operations and results in an engagement with privacy experts and industry. Given the highly 
technical nature of the space, Canada should incorporate ISO’s new data standard for de-
identification into its regulatory framework. The government should conduct this through an 
ambulatory incorporation by reference. This mechanism would allow a document that may change 
and that is not in the text of the regulations to be considered a part of the regulations, allowing for 
faster and more relevant changes to regulatory requirements.172  

Implementation Considerations  

Timeline and Costing 

Bill C-27 is currently undergoing study in the House of Commons Standing Committee on Industry 
and Technology and can be expected to take at least six more months until it is reported in the 
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House of Commons.173 Considering the implications and challenges associated with the fast-
paced digital space, Parliament is expected to study Bill C-27 further in relation to the online 
harms bill (Bill C-11). Additionally, the review of Canada’s adequacy status in relation to the GDPR 
could put an accelerated timeline on the passing of the bill. Ultimately, legislative changes could 
take approximately 2 years to come into force and could take longer if an election is called prior 
to the fixed election date of October 2025.174 
 
If the development of regulations under the Consumer Privacy Protections Act follow the same 
process of the development of regulations under the Artificial Intelligence and Data Act (both are 
components of Bill C-27), the development and assessment timeline of the proposed regulatory 
changes could require at least six months for consultation on regulations, one year for the 
development of draft regulations, three months for consultation on draft regulations, and three 
months for the initial regulations to come into force.175 This could not be expected to be completed 
before the Parliament is dissolved in the next federal election.  
 
The cost of studying and implementing the legislative changes around sensitive information and 
the inclusion of data processing governance provisions would be funded through existing financial 
resources. 

Stakeholder Analysis  

Political parties and not-for-profit organizations whose primary activities are largely unregulated 
may push back on compulsory privacy requirements, arguing that they lack the resources to 
comply or that they already voluntarily follow existing privacy law. For instance, when the B.C. 
privacy regulator began its investigation into the personal information management practices of 
federal political parties operating in B.C., the parties argued that they already follow federal laws 
concerning privacy and challenged the constitutional authority of the provincial Privacy 
Commissioner to investigate them. The federal Liberal, Conservative, and New Democrat parties 
have since filed a petition for judicial review of the provincial law in the B.C. Supreme Court.176 
 
Incorporating ISO standards by reference may cause pushbacks from organizations not 
previously subject to comprehensive privacy law and from small- to medium-sized organizations. 
ISO standards are currently a premium service and will incur a cost of investment to organizations. 
Additionally, some Members of Parliament may push back against an ambulatory incorporation 
by reference, as this may be perceived as legislative powers to a private third party. 

Risks and Risk Mitigation 

Defining sensitive information, implementing a tiered system according to level of sensitivity, and 
governing de-identified and anonymized data could limit Canadian innovation and business 
expansion to Canada if the same protections do not apply in other jurisdictions. This would make 
adaptation more complex and costly for Canadian businesses and businesses that would like to 
operate in Canada. However, several key trading partners have already implemented similar 
required protections, and international businesses are already adapting.  
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Additionally, legislative changes requiring a definition for sensitive information, a tiered approach 
to sensitive information, and de-identified and anonymized data governance may also place more 
burden on SMEs and NPOs as they adjust to added regulations. However, the dedicated support 
outlined in Recommendation 2.2 seeks to alleviate this burden. Finally, given the above timeline 
and the potential for an early federal election in the federal minority Parliament, if an election is 
called before the Bill has received royal assent and there is an associated dissolution of 
Parliament, then the Bill may die on the order paper.177 However, the Bill could be revisited 
following the opening of Parliament after the election.178 

Recommendation 2: Engineering an Environment of Trust  
To build public trust in the digital privacy environment, Interac should advocate for a human rights-
based approach to privacy and take the lead on elevating community voices in a national 
conversation on privacy. An HRBA would supplement traditional regulatory strategies that the 
OPC already employs that have been referred to as “responsive regulation”. Responsive 
regulation refers to a regulator’s use of “a range of approaches to encourage capacity building”, 
along with escalatory sanctions when earlier steps are unsuccessful.179 Such a strategy combined 
with an HRBA would allow the OPC to implement compliance and enforcement strategies that 
deter unlawful behaviour, encourage and reward compliant actors, and incorporate the 
perspectives of communities. The following table describes the components of Recommendation 
2 by comparing the current state of compliance activities and responsibilities (described above in 
the section Privacy Protections Under Federal Law) to the proposed future state. 
 
Table 1 – Current and Future State of Canada’s Privacy Compliance Regime 
 

 Activities and Responsibilities 

Components of 
Compliance 

Current State 
 

Future State 
(Human Rights-Based Approach) 

Understand 
Stakeholder and 
Community 
Perspectives 

OPC 
● Public opinion research 

OPC 
● Public opinion research 

 
Private Sector 

• Digital Privacy Dialogues 
Initiative 
(Recommendation 2.1) 

Compliance 
Promotion 

OPC 
● Compliance promotion 

materials 
○ OPC interpretation 

of PIPEDA 
○ Technology-

specific guidelines 

OPC 
● Compliance promotion 

materials 
○ OPC interpretation of 

PIPEDA 
○ Technology-specific 

guidelines and 
templates 
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● Reports of PIPEDA 
Investigations findings 

● Business advisory 
services 

● Reports of PIPEDA 
Investigations findings 

● Business Advisory 
Directorate advising 
services 

● Anonymous help service 
● Case studies of best 

practices 
● Dedicated advisory 

services for SMEs and 
NPOs (Recommendation 
2.2) 

Compliance 
Verification 
(Inspection) 

OPC 
● Intake of complaints from 

the public 
● Reports triggered by 

media reports, 
whistleblowing, etc. 

● Risk-based investigations 

OPC 
● Intake of complaints from 

the public 
● Reports triggered by media 

reports, whistleblowing, etc. 
● Risk-based investigations 

Response OPC 
● Attempt to resolve cases 

through mediation 
● Compliance agreements 

OPC 
● Attempt to resolve through 

mediation 
● Compliance agreements 

Enforcement OPC 
● Application to the Federal 

Court 
 
Federal Court 

● Hear case as new and 
make decision (de novo) 

● Issue orders to comply 
with the law 

● Issue fines 

OPC 
● Hear facts of investigation 
● Issue orders to comply 

with the law (already 
proposed under Bill C-27) 

● Issue administrative 
monetary penalties 
(Recommendation 2.3) 

Appeal Higher Court Authorities 
● Hear appeals 

 Privacy Appeal Tribunal 
● Hear appeals 

(Recommendation 2.3) 
 
Higher Court Authorities 

● Hear appeals with 
deference to tribunal 
decision 
(Recommendation 2.3) 

 
An additional future consideration for the OPC’s compliance framework could be the inclusion of 
a regulatory sandbox. This experimental lab would allow organizations to test their ideas with the 
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OPC and enable the Commissioner to identify the policy implications of emerging technologies 
as they arise (See Textbox 2 for an example of a privacy regulatory sandbox).  
 

 
Textbox 2. The UK Information Commissioner’s Office  
Regulatory Sandbox 
 
Jurisdictions similar to Canada have adopted approaches to privacy protections that aim 
to reduce uncertainty and foster coordination and trust, which facilitates learning and 
innovation. In the United Kingdom, the Information Commissioner Office has developed a 
regulatory sandbox for privacy, opening their doors to innovations that are likely to be 
transformative, those that fall under an emerging technology category, and those related 
to the use of biometrics (technology that uses an aspect or pattern of physical 
characteristics).  
 
The service is free of charge and benefits both the regulator and the company through a 
stronger understanding of technological innovation on the regulator’s side and through 
increasing consumer trust and an understanding of data protection frameworks on the 
company’s side.180 

 

 
2.1 Digital Privacy Dialogues Initiative  
Businesses should adopt a Digital Privacy Dialogues corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
initiative. This initiative would convene community members to discuss their priorities and vision 
for an HRBA to digital privacy. It would center people, who provide the data that fuel the digital 
economy, and would provide insights into how individuals perceive an HRBA to privacy. Taking  
such a co-creation approach with the public through a CSR campaign can increase consumer 
confidence in a company.181 Additionally, privacy protections have already formed part of CSR 
strategies. Apple’s 2022 Environmental, Social and Governance Report recognizes the 
fundamental human right to privacy and includes a commitment to preventing issues surrounding 
the realization of that right (along with examples of how it is upholding its commitments).182 
Ultimately, the Digital Privacy Dialogues Initiative could provide primary data to guide what 
additional legislative, policy, and private governance changes should be made to foster trust in 
the Canadian digital context. 
 
This CSR strategy would improve an existing model for engagement on emerging technology and 
privacy issues. In 2018, the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIFAR), a non-profit 
organization focused on AI research and advocacy, received funding from the federal government 
to conduct the AI Futures Policy Lab project.183 This initiative ran from 2018 to 2019, convening 
policymakers, industry experts, and advocates across the country for workshops on AI. 
Participants would learn about the implications and trajectory of AI and collaborate on generating 
policy solutions.184 Education is critical in this context given that 79% of consumers do not 
understand what companies are doing with their data.185 The Digital Privacy Dialogues Initiative 
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could retain the creation of a toolkit to inform and educate Canadians about the advancement of 
technology and privacy protections. It could also replicate the convening of different voices from 
different sectors and community spaces. However, CIFAR’s process was criticized for excluding 
everyday Canadians, potentially missing out on valuable insights about the everyday impacts of 
AI.186 The proposed CSR program should emphasize engaging with Canadians, especially 
traditionally marginalized communities, who face disproportionately high impacts as it concerns 
privacy infringements.  
 
To create this initiative, companies should begin by understanding the internal appetite of 
employees of taking an HRBA to privacy. Alignment with employee goals can positively influence 
the success and integration of a CSR strategy.187 Subsequently, businesses should conduct 
project risk assessments to outline the impacts on communities in designing engagement 
strategies. Working with communities and municipalities to co-create objectives and indicators of 
success is crucial for the successful implementation of the initiative. CSR teams should identify 
trusted community partners and organizations to contact to better engage traditionally 
marginalized communities. Partnering with municipal governments could also provide companies 
with existing infrastructure, resources, and relationships with community members to host these 
dialogues. One positive example of partnership includes the Community Solutions Network of 
Infrastructure Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge. This program emphasizes engaging 
communities on the implementation risks and opportunities with regards to data management, 
privacy, and security.188  

Implementation Considerations 

Timeline and Costing 
Implementing the initiative would take three years, including one year for project design, and two 
years for relationship building and community engagements.189 Cost estimates for implementation 
are drawn from Canadian municipal community consultations on integrating technologies to 
create Smart Cities. Costs could range from $50,000 to $200,000, depending on how widespread 
consultations are within a locality.190 Engagement costs for in-person or online engagement would 
differ based on resource needs.191 In-person and online engagement could differ by a 1:6 cost 
ratio per participant.192 Choosing to engage in-person or online engagements will depend on the 
effectiveness and preferences of specific communities. 
 
Risks and Risk Mitigation 
A key risk includes a lack of meaningful engagement, which tokenizes traditionally marginalized 
groups and cultivates mistrust in CSR strategies. Actively integrating community leaders in the 
designing and implementation project to shape priorities and how engagement should take place 
to mitigate this risk. Barcelona’s Smart City consultative process, which led to the successful 
integration of the smart city project, serves as a positive model. The city recruited from a diverse 
group of community members to select “Community Champions” that co-designed project 
governance and management policies.193 Stakeholders would be likely to welcome this initiative, 
especially considering that politicians across party lines have verbalized citizens’ demands for 
improved privacy protections under Bill C-27.194 Additional advice or inputs from communities 
could also help Members of Parliament to better identify areas of improvement in the Bill.195 
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Understanding people’s priorities is the foundation of the development of privacy policies  and 
programs that take an HRBA.   
 
2.2 Establishing an SME and NPO Advisory Directorate  
 
To equip SMEs and NPOs with the awareness, resources, and expertise required to adapt to new 
privacy requirements, an additional Advisory Directorate for SMEs and NPOs should be 
established in the OPC. This body would provide resources and information regarding best 
practices for compliance to help SMEs and NPOs comply with new and amended laws, 
regulations, and policies, and prevent the possibility of an investigation, fine, or breach.  
 
This Directorate could be modelled off of France’s Commission Nationale Informatique et Liberté, 
described in Textbox 3. It could be staffed by Data Protection Aides (DPAs), privacy specialists 
to whom SMEs and NPOs could submit privacy-related questions (including anonymous 
questions) and requests for support via website or phone channels. A DPA could be assigned to 
a case, review the request, and provide support. The Directorate should prepare a digital privacy 
guidance toolbox which would detail information regarding data protection compliance, how to 
safeguard different levels of sensitivity for sensitive personal information, what to do if a breach 
occurs, and continually improve data protection practices to ease the process of adaptation to 
Canada’s new privacy regime. This guidance toolbox would be tailored to SMEs and NPOs 
organizations of various sizes and capacities to further support them in their efforts.  
 

 
Textbox 3. Advisory Role Model: Commission 
Nationale Informatique et Liberté (CNIL)  
 
France’s Data Protection Authority, CNIL, has departments that are dedicated to 
developing compliance tools and providing support to organizations, and they are 
separate from the investigative departments.196 Through these departments, CNIL has 
developed guidelines based on the needs of small and medium-sized organizations to 
promote higher levels of compliance.197 It also established a charter to explain its approach 
to providing support to data controllers. Individuals and bodies that deal with processing 
data can submit requests for advice to the CNIL. Depending on the seriousness and 
difficulty of the question, CNIL provides advice either via letter, email correspondence, 
phone call, through in person meetings, or an examination of the request during a CNIL 
plenary session. 198  

 

Implementation Considerations 
Timeline and Costing 
The organization would be established in 3 years. It would take 1.5 years to establish the SME 
and NPO advisory directorate, hire and onboard DPAs with expertise in digital privacy and data 
protection compliance, and develop and implement the directorate’s systems and protocols. 
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Following the hiring and onboarding of the DPAs, it would take another 1.5 years to develop a 
digital privacy guidance toolbox, general guidance protocol, and assignments by businesses size 
and type, area of data protection expertise, and an added page to the OPC website for 
anonymous question submissions and answer postings.  
 
Based on spending and employment trends in 2021-2022 recorded for a similar program in the 
government of Canada, the Digital Service Program, it is estimated that the cost of adding and 
implementing the SME and NPO advisory directorate would amount to approximately $11.8 
million.199  
 
Stakeholder Analysis 
At the end of 2021, there were about 1.21 million small and medium-sized enterprises in Canada, 
comprising over 99% of all employer businesses in Canada.200 These businesses employ 84% of 
Canadians in the workforce, making Canada's economy reliant on the success of its SMEs.201 
This will continue to be the case in the digital realm, as the online space reduces cost barriers to 
enter markets, causing SME numbers to continue to grow. Considering the significance of SMEs 
to the economy and that this SME and NPO advisory directorate would be an optional support, 
this recommendation should receive support across various stakeholder groups.  
 
Not for profit organizations also play an important role in the daily lives of Canadians and 
Canada’s economy. For example, in 2020, non-profit organizations made up $29.9 billion, or 
1.4%, of Canada’s total economy.202 Given the important role not for profit organizations play in 
the lives of Canadians and Canada’s economy, and the optional nature of the directorate, this 
aspect of the recommendation should also receive support from a variety of stakeholders.  
 
Risks and risk mitigation 
Some stakeholders have shared that private actors may not want to access this support and open 
themselves up to more scrutiny from the OPC. To address this risk, an option for actors to submit 
anonymous questions and requests for advice to the directorate could be established. The OPC 
could publicly post answers in response to the anonymous questions to promote education and 
awareness for organizations looking to comply with the law and regulations. Another way to 
mitigate this risk is for the OPC to provide optional compliance training for lawyers to offer the 
opportunity for organizations to have their lawyers ask the OPC questions on their behalf to 
protect their anonymity. Finally, it is recommended that the OPC’s compliance guidance remains 
an independent activity from compliance enforcement just as the Canadian Food Inspection 
Agency (CFIA) separates compliance and enforcement by keeping inspections and investigations 
as independent activities.203 
 
2.3 Enforcing Privacy Law 
While Bill C-27 would give the OPC the power to issue orders and it includes provisions for fines, 
it would delegate fining authority to a new privacy tribunal.204 The creation of a new, separate 
administrative body to issue fines would reduce timeliness, increase the cost of privacy 
enforcement, and undercut the authority of the OPC by distorting incentives for private actors to 
work with the Commissioner. Therefore, Interac should advocate for Canada’s privacy statute to 
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enable the OPC to issue administrative monetary penalties (AMPs) for non-compliance with the 
law and for the tribunal to operate solely as an appeals body.  

Penalty Administration 

The severity of the AMP should be determined by 1) which aspect of the legislation was broken, 
2) the level of sensitivity of the data at risk, and 3) the history of the reporting entity (See Figure 
3). The most serious contravention of the law should be a failure to follow an order from the OPC, 
or processing of data in contravention of the law, followed by other issues such as reporting 
failures or improper adherence to privacy regulations. Privacy risks or violations concerning 
sensitive information should be treated with heavier fines. Violations concerning the most 
sensitive information, as outlined in Recommendation 1.1, would come with the heaviest of AMPs, 
followed by other sensitive information. Finally, AMPs should account for the history of an 
organization. If parties have proactively engaged with the OPC in the past on getting advice or 
leveraging the regulatory sandbox (see Textbox 2), these should be considered mitigating factors, 
whereas previous penalties and orders should be considered aggravating factors. 
 
The AMPs should be flexible enough to account for the fact that both for-profit and not-for-profit 
organizations will be subject to enforcement and that not all violations of privacy law pose the 
same harm to individuals or society. However, the AMPs will need to have a large enough upper 
bound to have an impact on larger actors who will calculate the cost of negligence to avoid 
adhering to privacy laws. The existing provisions within Bill C-27 are sufficient in providing for a 
maximum penalty of $25,000,000 or 5% of a company’s global revenue, whichever is higher.205  
 
Figure 3 - Considerations for Issuance of Administrative Monetary Penalties  

 

Appealing Decisions 

Enabling regulated entities to appeal to the privacy tribunal in the case of penalties ensures that 
they still have a fair, independent body to review their case. Bill C-27 already enables regulated 
entities to appeal OPC orders at the tribunal, meaning that the addition of a review of penalties 
would effectively transform this tribunal into an appeal body. 206 Such specialized appeal tribunals 
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already exist in the Canadian regulatory ecosystem. The following examples are federal tribunals 
that are dedicated to hearing appeals of orders and penalties issued by the relevant government 
body: the Canadian Agricultural Review Tribunal for the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, the 
Environmental Protection Tribunal of Canada for Environment and Climate Change Canada, and 
the Transportation Appeal Tribunal of Canada for the Minister of Transport and the Canadian 
Transportation Agency.207 

Implementation Considerations 
Timeline and Costing 
In implementing AMPs, the OPC should start with lower penalties to train actors on the new 
expectations of the law in the first year of implementation, before moving to higher amounts. The 
OPC would not be able to administer penalties until the updated privacy legislation comes into 
force, which, as explained in Recommendation 1, may not take place until 2025. 
These changes will require an expansion of the organization, as the directorate that is in charge 
of issuing the penalty should have a reporting structure separate from that of the directorates that 
investigate organizations to ensure adherence to legal principles.  
 
Considering that the most recently available public information indicates that the Compliance, 
Intake and Resolution Directorate (the first body to attempt to resolve complaints) has a 
headcount of approximately 19 employees and the PIPEDA Compliance Directorate (the body 
responsible for investigations) has a headcount of approximately 11 employees, the directorate 
responsible for penalties should consist of approximately 6 employees, or just over half of the size 
of the investigative unit.208 This also accounts for the OPC’s 85% early resolution rate for PIPEDA 
cases.209 Given the OPC spends approximately $0.14 million per FTE on protecting privacy rights, 
this would require an annual budget increase of approximately $0.84 million.210 This budget 
increase should be accompanied with a three-year formative evaluation to examine the costing 
pressures on the OPC. Given that Bill C-27 already calls for the establishment of an administrative 
tribunal, and that this recommendation calls for a similar tribunal with less responsibility, there 
would be no costs additional to Government of Canada estimates for the Bill’s proposed tribunal. 

Conclusion 
The ubiquity of data is quickly transforming Canada’s digital economy. All private organizations, 
including private sector organizations, non-profit organizations, and political parties, are looking 
to derive value from data. As the enthusiasm for data increases, so do concerns about people’s 
privacy protections. The Digital Age has engendered shrinking privacy spheres, 
disproportionately affecting traditionally marginalized communities. This creates a key policy 
challenge of how best to balance the protection of people’s privacy rights in a data-driven 
economy.  
 
This Policy Lab report answers the following questions, sponsored by Interac: 
 

“With a complex environment of digital privacy protections across various jurisdictions in 
Canada, what regulatory and legislative changes are needed to recognize digital privacy 
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as a basic human right for all, and how do we ensure digital inclusion and control of data 
are considered as part of the solution?”  

 
This report contributes to Interac’s public education and regulatory innovation efforts by providing 
them with a novel and critical analysis of the state of digital privacy in Canada. By outlining how 
digital transformation impacts privacy and trust in the digital economy, the harms faced by 
individuals, and the impetus to make policy changes now, the report demonstrates the urgency 
of the issue and provides recommendations of how Interac can shape meaningful change in the 
Canadian privacy space. Ultimately, this report calls for an innovative human rights-based 
approach to privacy protections that raises the level of responsibility for organizations and 
engineers an environment of trust. 
 
As the digital landscape continues to change in unpredictable ways, the human rights-based 
approach anchors privacy law in values that retain the dignity and respect of all human beings. 
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Appendix A – Stakeholder Interviewee List 
Organization Name, Title 
Calgary Chamber of Commerce Ruhee Ismail-Teja, Director, Policy and 

Communications 
Canadian Chamber of Commerce Alex Gray, Senior Director, Fiscal and Financial 

Services Policy 
Canadian Studies Program, 
University College, University of 
Toronto 

Siobhan O’Flynn, Assistant Professor, Teaching 
Stream 

Center on Privacy and Technology at 
Georgetown Law 

Emily Tucker, Executive Director  

Centre for Law and Democracy Toby Mendel, Executive Director and Founder 
Centre for Media, Technology and 
Democracy 

Helen Hayes, Research Manager 

Centre for Media, Technology and 
Democracy 
 

Supriya Dwivedi, Director of Policy & Engagement 
 

Digital Governance Council Tim Bouma, Director of Verification and Assessments 
Feminism Makes Us Smarter Françoise Girard, Founder and CEO 
GEM Consulting   Michelle Gordon  
Georgetown University & McGill 
University  

Dr. Guillaume Beaumier, Post-Doctoral Researcher 

Global Information Governance, 
Technology 

Fuchsia Norwich, Lawyer, CIPP/C 

Global Privacy & Security by Design 
Centre 

Dr. Ann Cavoukian, Executive Director 

(former three-term Information and Privacy 
Commissioner of Ontario) 

Interac Colette Stewart, Senior Legal Counsel, Privacy Lead 
Interac Gabrielle Gallant, Senior Manager, Public Affairs 
Interac Scott Cooper, Senior Legal Counsel 
Interac Peter Seney, Corporate Citizenship Manager 
Interac Phil Pellegrini, Associate Vice President, Regulation 

and Innovation, Strategy 
Interac Scott Cooper, Senior Legal Counsel 
Leadership Lab Nour Abdelaal, Research Associate 
McMillan Lyndsay A. Wasser, Partner, Privacy & Data 

Protection 
Meta  Kevin Chan, Global Policy Campaigns Strategies 

Director 
OECD Michael Donohue, Data Protection Officer 
Office of the Privacy Commissioner Daphne Guerrero, Manager, Research and Guidance, 

Research and Parliamentary Affairs Directorate  
Self-employed Marie-Claude Landry, Consultant 
Shopify Jarrett Lalonde, Global Head of Product Policy 
Statistics Canada Eric Rancourt, Assistant Chief Statistician 
Statistics Canada Dr. Pierre Desrochers, Chief Privacy Officer 
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Statistics Canada Tom Dufour, Director General, Strategic Data 
Management Branch 

SunLife Suzanne Morin, Enterprise Conduct, Data Ethics and 
Chief Privacy Officer 

TELUS Bill Abbott, Director, Data Policy and Research 
Treasury Board of Canada 
Secretariat 

Ashley Belanger, Director, Digital Identity 

Treasury Board of Canada 
Secretariat 

Jennifer Schofield, Executive Director, Privacy and 
Data Protection Division 

Treasury Board of Canada 
Secretariat 

Michael Goit, Director of Digital Credentials Policy 

University of British Columbia Dr. Wendy Wong, Professor, Political Science 
University of Ottawa Dr. Teresa Scassa, Canada Research Chair in 

Information Law and Policy 
University of Ottawa Dr. Karen Eltis, Full Professor, Faculty of Law 
University of Ottawa Dr. Michael Geist, Canada Research Chair in Internet 

and E-Commerce Law 
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